Your question after the session was a good one - about what is the connection between the
modern UFO era beginning in 1947 and the UN vote to make Israel a state the same year on Nov
29, 1947. In the short time we had it probably seemed like it was a leap in logic. (1) According to
historical record UFOs seem to have been with us since the beginning of time. Egyptians called
them Ra and work of the gods. Sumerians called them Anunnaki. West Africans called them
juju. Chinese called them dragons. Much of the world today call them UFO's. (2) Ufologist John
Keel who was agnostic recognized a startling fact. That beginning in 1947 with the first modern
UFO wave in America we began to be methodically conditioned to interpret the lights in the sky
as extraterrestrial visitors. This extraterrestrial hypothesis is a clear break from history. Aliens
became a plausible explanation as we began to perfect our rocket science and contemplate going
to the moon. Scifi writers also began to pick up on the theme and spread the notion through
media. This accords with other historical UFO waves as the phenomenon seems to adjust to
psychology and technology of the culture and times in which the sighting takes place. (3) Satan
observed the 1947-48 rebirth of Israel as prophetically significant as this began to fulfill Mt. 24
budding fig tree prophecy that heralds the 2nd coming of Christ. (3) The 1947 UFO wave
remains a real mystery today with no conventional explanation. I interpret the genuine UFO
activity in 1947 as increased demonic reaction to rebirth of Israel, similar to the increased
demonic activity during Christ's 1st coming. As we don't know the hour or day of Christ's return,
so Satan does not know it either. But since Gen 3:15 he has tried to thwart prophecy throughout
history. He also knows his time is short, so he became busier in 1947. (4) Satan is never going
to reveal his true self to us, nor are his angels. It is quite telling that neither do the aliens reveal
their true origin. When they do say anything it is contradictory and deceptive. When Satan and
his billion demons arrive to take over planet earth during the 7 years, they will not do so as fallen
angels. They will like they always do have a deep cover story. Did not Satan shapeshift himself
into a serpent to tempt Eve? Why didn't he just appear as himself? Because he is more subtle and
deceptive than anyone of us could ever imagine. He is the very essence of deception. (5)
Beginning in 1947, we have been programmed as a planet to interpret UFOs and their pilots as
aliens from a planet that orbits another star somewhere in the cosmos. How do we know the disk
and light from the sky and the beings connected with the disk is extraterrestrial? Who told us
this? What if there are creatures that could shapeshift into anything your mind could
comprehend? Yes, demons can shapeshift into aliens. Why not? It is excellent deep cover and it
fits with our modern science, psychology, and worldview. You will never be able to deny they
are aliens when you see them darkening the skies one day right after the disappearance of
millions of people. The aliens will have the answers for the great problems because they are
millions of years advanced over our own technology. Miracle will be explained as advanced
tech, not as supernatural. Does the Israel connection make more sense?

Your question: is there no possibility that other creatures live on other planets? God could have
created other living beings, but my personal opinion is that if the Bible is a summary statement
of everything that is, I would have to say from the biblical record there are only two races: men
and angels. If you look carefully at Rev. where everything is wrapped up, different classes of
angels are present (including the 24 elders), and human beings are present, but they and the
Godhead are all that appears to be there. On the other hand if God had side projects (as Mulder in
X-Files said) and failed to mention them to us, then maybe there are others. But again I don't
think so. Saying all that I do have to mention that I think perhaps after all is wrapped up and we

are in Eternity with the New Heavens and New Earth, and the New Jerusalem is orbiting earth as
the satellite in place of sun and moon, I believe there is a hint that the two races will witness the
creation of a third race and perhaps more where the choice of sin is never a possibility for these
new creatures. I have imagined that when Satan was called the Star of the Morning before he
fell, and he alone was the closest to God, that he saw it written or heard God speak of a third race
that would follow in the extreme distant days of tomorrow. Perhaps since Satan is the great
imitator, and there is nothing new under the sun, he recalled the memory of the third race, and
then planned to pervert it and use it in his master plan to destroy earth and man and ultimately
replace God. This he would do by shapeshifting himself into the disguise of the third race and
call himself extraterrestrial.

But the real question is not do others live on distant planets. The question is: do UFOs and aliens
as they are reported represent those others that live on distant places. I think I can answer that
with a confident no. The deep parallels of Alienology with Demonology is too great to ignore.
The fact that aliens are creatures of the night. That they present themselves almost exclusively
under cover of darkness. That they are dreamlike and more ethereal than physical (Vallee
compares them and craft to holograms with mass). That the most characteristic quality about
them is that they are Messengers of Deception. (This title for them came again from agnostic
Ufologist Jacques Vallee). That they reportedly abduct people against their will in the middle of
the night. That they do heinous sexual acts against men, women and children. That they give
nebulous predictions that sometimes come true and sometimes don't. That they give their origins
from so many different places in the cosmos that it boggles the mind. That they literally have
caused many people to go insane and commit suicide. That there are injuries and deaths related
to contact with them. That when they speak theologically it is almost always anti-Christian. That
when they speak of Jesus, he is never preeminent, the only Son of God, or the only way to God.
That whenever they make contact with us, psychic and paraphysical things that have historically
been connected with demonology are manifested. Deut. 18 warns against these manifestations,
and commands us not to seek them. These things I have listed and much more have been
documented, and are reasons never to trust Alienology as currently being experienced. Even
agnostics Keel and Vallee (not Christians by a long shot) connect aliens with Demonology.
Someone might point to a case here and there where the alien encounter didn't follow the norm
presented above. And so doesn't that show there might be some UFO encounters that are real
aliens from real ships from real planets? I would caution that Satan quotes scripture (Mat. 4 and
Lk. 4) and can appear as good. This is only a device however to further hide and make deeper the
lie and the deception. The UFO of light is a device of Satan to mesmerize, hypnotize, and
misdirect people. I am an amateur magician of many years. So I know a few card and coin tricks.
I know that the magician misdirects the audience to the left hand while in his right hand he is
doing the sleight of hand. Satan is a MASTER MAGICIAN that cannot be outdone by the human
mind. Our minds are literally clay in his fingers. He will convince the entire world of the lie and
the deception coming on the world, and even the elect will be taken in if not for Christ doing
battle for us. If the mighty archangel Michael cannot defeat Satan on his own. NO ONE ON
EARTH CAN! Except THE ONE! Never underestimate the all power, lying signs and wonders
of the evil one.

You spoke also of NDE's or near death experiences. In the early 80's I read Dr. Elizabeth KublerRoss and Dr. Moody. Both of these were the leaders in the NDE movement. I felt back then the
big overwhelming sense that one was left with when reading the material was that virtually
everyone made it to the light, that no fear of death is necessary, and that there is no ultimate
judgment. I did a little digging. Both Kubler-Ross and Moody are apparently deep into the
occult. Dave Hunt gives some quotes from them, and says Kubler-Ross concludes that death
does not exist. He refers to an article about Kubler-Ross. It might be worthwhile to look it up in
the Library. The reference is: Jonathan Rosen, "Rewriting the End: Elizabeth Kubler-Ross," in
New York Times Magazine, January 22, 1995, p. 22. Based on my research I would say NDE's
are a paraphysical manifestation, and part of the demonic network.

Last, speaking of the network I was thinking today while working on a computer at work that
when the extradimensional communicates with the 3-dimensional there must be an interface
between them. When 2 computers talk to each other you have a wire that connects them and a
program that translates between them, so that communication can transfer back and forth. There
is a name for this kind of network and it is called the Ethernet. When the extradimensional angel
communicates with the 3-dimensional human there must be a network too. The network is called
the Paraphysical. When the angel is a fallen angel, there are characteristics of the network of
communication. These are the paraphysical and psychic effects such as ESP, psychokinesis,
poltergeists etc.

